"The Promise and Disappointments of State-Level RPS Policies: Using Complexity to Evaluate the Efficacy of Energy Policies"

The presentation presents the findings of the impact of state-level renewable portfolio standard (RPS) policies within the US on economic efficiency and social efficiency. Using a dataset constructed from governmental data, the quantitative analysis of the presentation estimates changes in economic efficiency and changes in social efficiency through using a complexity model. The changes in economic efficiency are measured as per capita changes in electricity costs while the changes in social efficiency are measured as per capita changes in carbon dioxide emissions. These changes are used to determine the efficacy of state-level RPS policies. Path analysis models, verified by structural equation models (SEMs), are used to quantify the impacts of state-level RPS policies and to examine the complex nature of the impacts of state-level RPS policies on state electricity markets. In contradiction with the popular belief concerning state-level RPS policies, it is found that they reduce social efficiency as well as economic efficiency, meaning that there are no discernable benefits to states that have adopted state-level RPS policies.
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